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Abstract: The high risk of metro tunnels that are underneath buildings in a water-rich layer has received
much attention. The base slab of an upper structure deforms due to frost heave and settlement, which
needs to be predicted before freezing and excavation. In this paper, simulation experiments with a
similarity ratio of 1/25 were performed based on an engineering project where two tunnels underpass
a running station through an artificial ground freezing method. The displacement of upper structures
was analyzed under simultaneous and sequential freezing modes, with a simple formula proposed
to estimate the frost heave in closely underpassing projects. It is shown that, under freezing and
excavation stages, the base slab displacement displays a zigzag shape. These results are instructive to
the construction of underpassing projects in a water-rich layer.

Keywords: artificial ground freezing; frost heave; freezing mode; similarity simulation experiment;
freezing underpassing project

1. Introduction

With the massive increase of the urban population, underground space has been utilized to
tackle relevant problems like traffic congestion. Large-scale metro tunnels have been built in the city,
underpassing roads, buildings and underground structures [1–3]. Specially, a lot of tunnels are placed
in water-rich and soft soil layers, affecting the safety performance of buildings and road operations [4].
Thus, there has been a high-risk level of building damage and road settlement [5,6].

Generally speaking, most of underpassing tunnels were constructed by tunnel boring, artificial
ground freezing (AGF), and grouting. Among these methods, tunnel boring is one of the most common
methods for tunneling, with a high excavation rate and a circular tunnel profile [7]. However, due to
existing of continuous retaining walls and other auxiliary structures along an excavation layer, it is not
suitable for a closely underpassing construction, which may damage tunnel boring machines and pose
an uncertain accident. Grouting is a construction process by means of a highly erratic permeability
and a homogenized deformability of soil [8], aiming to seal and stabilize strata. Whereas a grouting
method can only reduce the natural permeability of soil, and solidification after grouting may not
be homogeneous enough to be against groundwater [9], resulting in tunneling water inrush and
mud gushing.

In contrast, AGF is a safe technique that converts soil pore water to ice, creating a strong,
impervious frozen soil wall which is used as temporary excavation support and groundwater control.
AGF has the advantages of excellent impermeability, high strength, no pollution, and recyclability.
Meanwhile, it can reduce the disturbance to soil in comparison with other consolidation methods.
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Thus, AGF has been widely used in underground engineering projects, for example, the tunnel
construction [10,11], cross-passage construction [12], recovering collapsed tunnels [13] and other
projects [14].

AGF is also an attractive solution in the case of where a tunnel is built at a limited distance below
or close to existing buildings [15,16]. However, migration and freezing of water in soil cause expansion
of the soil volume in a construction process [17,18]. As a result, the strata deformation and ground
heave may threaten the safety of upper structures.

In recent years, there have been more underpassing projects with a shorter vertical underpass
distance, which put forward a tremendous challenge on the freezing design and construction. It is
tough and difficult to ensure both the serviceability of existing structures and the safety of new
tunnels [19]. A significant amount of research has been conducted on the ground surface movements
induced by AGF [20–25]. Several empirical formulas of ground surface deformation were presented.
However, it is worth noting that, to the best of our knowledge, there are few studies that focus on the
deformation of an upper building during a tunnel underpassing project.

For example, in a twin-tunnel underpassing metro station by AGF with zero distance up to a
base slab, the upper base slab is easily damaged under the effect of frost heave. That is, it is necessary
to strengthen upper structures [26], and some measures for reducing frost heave have been applied.
A length of 60 m twin-tunnel was built in Germany, located 5 m below the foundation of a building.
The measured maximum heave and settlement were 20 and 10 mm, respectively. In Vienna, two tunnels
under-passed the foundation of a building with a 1.6 m cover at the minimum in a water-rich layer
and a frost heave of 13 mm was measured. With the development of frozen soil excavated, the frost
heave reduced to 3.0–8.5 mm. A metro station platform enlarged by AGF, located in the center of the
city, is 10 m beneath a building, and the heave and settlement were measured with a total deformation
of 12 mm [27].

Although these studies are instructive for the construction of underpassing projects, there are
still some significant differences. First, they paid more attention to the construction process of an
engineering project, but rarely focused on the base slab deformation of upper structures. Moreover,
there is little of analysis on reducing base slab heave caused by different freezing modes.

The construction of an underpassing project by AGF is a complicated process with a high risk.
The safety of upper structures must be guaranteed. Otherwise, tremendous casualties and huge
economic losses are caused. To limit the movement of upper structures and remain construction
safety, some advanced research on frost heave has been carried out based on a prototype project. Here,
a similarity simulation method is an effective means to investigate complex problems in engineering
projects [28–33]. The freezing similarity simulation experiments have also been adopted for predicting
frost heave and settlement in the AGF engineering cases. These studies mainly involve three areas,
namely, the ground deformation behavior under heave and settlement [34–36], the formation of a
frozen wall under high seepage-flow [37–40], and the ground deformation under freezing effect of a
freeze-sealing pipe roof method [41–43]. The results have largely enriched the multi-field coupling
similarity theory in freezing simulations and presented many useful methods and skills, indicating
that the similar simulation method is an important means for solving high-risk freezing problems in
extreme engineering environments [44–47]. However, there is still lack of a good understanding on the
frost heave of an upper-structure and the deformation of a base slab under different freezing modes.
Thus, to prevent engineering accidents, it is pivotal for us to systematically investigate frost heaving of
an upper structure in a construction process.

This paper is organized as follows. First, as a case-study, a brief overview is given on a closely
underpassing freezing engineering project. Next, based on the project, a similar simulation experiment
is made, and then, the measured parameters and observed phenomenon are discussed in more detail.
Finally, several main conclusions are summarized.
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2. Similarity Simulation Experiment

2.1. Engineering Background

As illustrated in Figure 1, a twin-tunnel with a diameter of 7.7 m and a length of 42 m underpasses
an existing metro station. It is situated in an intensely urbanized area at the center of Shanghai,
China. AGF was chosen as the construction method of the twin-tunnel to consolidate soil and mining
excavation. The twin-tunnel is located about 22.8 m beneath the ground and 1.4 m directly under a
base slab of the station (see Figure 1).
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Figure 1. Schematic illustration of a closely underpassing project in Shanghai, China.

Before construction of the twin-tunnel, an initial in-situ investigation was accomplished, with
soil parameters as listed in Table 1. In this project, refrigerant was chilled brine, and temperature was
−28 ◦C [31]. According to the indoor experimental results, the thickness of a frozen wall was set to
be 2 m. A total of 76 horizontal freezing pipes were drilled with a diameter of 108 mm, which were
arranged in a circle with a radius of 4.9 m.

Table 1. The physical and mechanical parameters of grey silty clay.

Material Density
(g cm−3)

Water
Content (%)

Saturation
(%)

Freezing
Temperature (◦C)

Specific Heat Capacity
(W·m−1·◦C−1)

Clay 1.78 38.5 97 0.1 1.2

Here it is worth noting that, a massive amount of soil was frozen during the construction process.
The frozen soil was directly contacted with a base slab of the station, frost heave may easily cause
lifting of the base slab and damaging of the station. Thus, a systematic study on construction schemes
is conducive to the implementation of construction.

2.2. Modeling Test

As is well known, a correct physical model must satisfy a series of similarity laws that consist of
temperature, humidity, stress and displacement. By using the AGF method, the physical process of a
tunnel underpassing upper structures can be divided into the following three stages.

(i) Chilled brine extracts heat from soil, and then, pore water is frozen to ice. The similarity
principle of a temperature field [48,49] can be represented as:
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where Q is the latent heat of soil, c is the specific heat of soil, T is temperature. a is the thermal
diffusivity of soil, t is time, r0 is a radial coordinate, rf is the outer radius of a freezing pipe, T0 is the
initial temperature, Ty is the freezing point of soil, and Tc is the surface temperature of a freezing pipe [50].
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The testing soil was collected from the site. Then, the compactness and water content of soil were
adjusted to be consistent with the undisturbed soil. The experimental temperature was also chosen as
the in-situ one. Therefore, other parameters such as the internal friction angle, Poisson’s ratio, and void
ratio can be considered the same as the in-situ soil.

The similarity principle of a humidity field can be written as:

Θ =
w
w0

(2)

where w is the initial water content of soil and w0 is the unfrozen water content of frozen soil. Because
the process of water migration is similar to thermal conduction [49], the similarity ratio of a humidity
field is approximately equal to that of a temperature field.

(ii) Freezing and excavation cause the deformation of soil. Here, the stress-displacement field can
be expressed in a dimensionless form [49,51], that is:
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P
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,

d
u

, ν
)
= 0 (3)

where σ is stress, E is the elastic modulus, P is load, r is the bulk density, H is the tunnel depth, d is the
thickness of frozen soil, u is displacement, and ν is Poisson’s ratio of soil.

(iii) The upper structure is deformed by frost heave or settlement. In terms of the linear elastic
mechanics, deflection is inversely proportional to stiffness, and we have:

us ∝ 1/K, (4)

where us is the displacement of a base slab causing by the frost force and K = EI is the stiffness of upper
structures, with I the static moment of a base slab.

Based on these similarity laws, the similarity ratios of relevant parameters can be represented as:

CT = Cs = 1,
Ct = n2,

CL = Cρ = Cd = n.
(5)

where n is a constant, CT, Cs, Ct, CL, Cρ and Cd are the similarity ratios of temperature, stress, time,
length, density and displacement, respectively.

Taking the boundaries of the station and frozen walls, the size of a laboratory and the operability
of a model into account, the geometric similarity ratio CL was set to be n = 1/25. Then, a steel chamber
was established with a length of 3 m, a height of 1.5 m, and a width of 1.5 m on a three-dimensional
platform, as shown in Figure 2a.Appl. Sci. 2020, 10, x FOR PEER REVIEW 5 of 13 
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To do testing, a soil layer was packed in the steel chamber. The soil samples with a filled layer
of 100 mm were collected by a standard circular knife. The density, compactness and water content
of remolded soil were consistent with the site soil, which were controlled by a steel plate under an
overburden pressure.

According to the similarity law, the density of soil should be 25 times of that in the field. It can be
simulated by a centrifugal method [52,53]. However, the model dimension is usually strictly restricted
by the centrifuge power and laboratory size. It is not suitable for a large-scale model. Therefore, a
uniform load was applied to soil in order to meet the similarity ratio of density [49,51]. In addition,
in consideration of the overlying weight, a required loading force was determined to be 800 kN, as
shown in Figure 2b. Two 50 t hydraulic cylinders were installed on the counterforce frame, with the
load being evenly distributed across soil through the two 1500 × 1500 × 200 mm3 steel plates.

The station plays a crucial role in experiments, and it should be pre-formed during the construction
of a physical model. Based on the similarity ratio, the station model was made of concrete and steel
bars, with a size of 2280 × 1200 × 560 mm3. In the in-situ project, the thickness of a base slab was 1 m,
and it can be deduced that the corresponding thickness of concrete was 40 mm. However, it is difficult
to lay small steel bars and to pour concrete in the model.

To prevent the concrete station model from being crushed under a uniform load, the experimental
material of the station model was changed from the C35 concrete to steel according to the stiffness
equal principle. The base slab thickness was also adjusted to ensure the equal stiffness. The elastic
moduli of concrete and steel are 31.5 and 210 GPa, respectively. The static moment of a rectangle
section can be written as:

I∝h3, (6)

where h is the thickness of base slab. The calculated thickness of steel was 21 mm. The modeling
station was placed in a chamber, and thus boundary friction effect could be reduced by smeared wax
on the inside plate of the chamber. Here, it is worth noting that the thermal expansion coefficient of
steel is similar to that of concrete. Based on the elasticity theory, the stress field is independent of
Poisson’s ratio of the material under stress boundary conditions with a constant body force. Thus, for
a given load, the in-situ deformation field can be approximately simulated.

The frozen wall was formed by freezing pipes, which circulated chilled brine inside. For convenience,
it is necessary to simplify the arrangement of freezing pipes in modeling experiments. Based on the
principle of an equivalent heat dissipation capacity of freezing pipes, 12 freezing pipes with a diameter
of 18 mm were placed around each tunnel, as illustrated in Figure 3. The laying radius of freezing
pipes in experiment was 196 mm. Here, chilled brine was produced by a refrigeration system, which
can meet testing requirements.Appl. Sci. 2020, 10, x FOR PEER REVIEW 6 of 13 
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The tunnels passed through the starting point (W1 in experiments) of excavation, the east side of
a continuous retaining wall (W2), the west side of a continuous retaining wall (W3), and the end point
(W4) of excavation. Based on actual conditions of the project, the construction area can be divided into
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two sections (i.e., I and II). Here, Section I involves the area from W1 to W3, and Section II is from W3

to W4, as illustrated in Figures 2b and 4.
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2.3. Construction Scheme

In a construction process by using AGF, the whole experimental stage was separated into three
phases. The first phase is referred to as active freezing, which extracted heat from ground and a frozen
wall was created with thickness and temperature set forth in the project. Frost heaving mainly occurs
in this phase. The second phase is maintenance freezing, which adjusted brine flow to prevent further
development of the frozen volume and avoid deterioration of strength during excavation. The third
phase is related to tunnel excavation.

To reduce the frost heave of ground, some measures have been proposed in a number of studies,
e.g., by using different freezing modes, controlling the freezing time, and lay-outing pressure release
holes [54,55]. After weighing the feasibility against complexity of actual construction, two schemes
were proposed with two different freezing modes. One is the simultaneous freezing mode, where
freezing pipes were drilled from W1 to W4. The upline and downline were frozen by chilled brine
simultaneously. The other is the sequential freezing mode, in which Sections I and II of the upline and
downline were frozen at different times, respectively.

To optimize the procedure between freezing and excavation processes, the interval time between
two construction sections was set to be 30 days in the project (i.e., 70 min in experiments). The upline
Sections I and II started freezing at 0 and 30 days, respectively, and the downline Sections I and II
started freezing at 60 and 90 days, as shown in Figures 2b and 4. Excavation of each section was
performed 45 days after the start of freezing to ensure a 2 m thickness of frozen soil. Based upon the
time similarity ratios, these time points were converted and then applied in experiments.

Six displacement sensors, located on the base slab, were used to measure heave and settlement
of the station. Six temperature sensors were also embedded on the horizontal plane of the tunnel
centerline with 80 mm (i.e., 2 m in the project) away from the outer excavation diameter. Data were
collected by an automatic data collector, and the measurement interval was set to be 30 seconds.

In terms of the two different schemes, three groups of experiments were carried out under an
overlying force of 800 kN. The first group adopted a simultaneous freezing mode, where Sections I and
II were simultaneously frozen in 104 min (i.e., 45 days in the project), and then the frost heave of base
slab was measured.

The freezing mode of the second group was sequential, which can be divided into four sections
according to construction scheme of the engineering project. These four sections were frozen in sequence.
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When an active freezing process of each section was completed, the freezing mode was transferred to
maintenance freezing without excavation. The experiment time was 312 min, which is equivalent to
135 days in the project.

The freezing sequence of the third group is the same as the second one, but an excavation process
was added. When an active freezing process was completed, excavation of the tunnel sections was
conducted with a maintenance freezing mode. The simulation of excavation was done by a core
drilling machine. Compared with the second group, the time increased by 15 days due to excavation
of downline Section II. The testing time was 347 min, which is equivalent to 150 days in the project.

To simulate the two freezing modes in experiments, two holes on each side of the soil chamber
were reserved in advance. Two allocation tanks were used to provide the chilled brine for freezing
pipes of each side, as illustrated in Figure 4. Then, brine was collected by a collection tank and returned
to a refrigerator. Switches were installed on the freezing pipes in each section. Thus, based on the
different freezing mode, the four sections of tunnels could be frozen simultaneously or sequentially.

3. Testing Results and Discussion

According to the results obtained from three group experiments, an average temperature was
chosen in order to remove the influence of accidental factors. After active freezing of 104 min
(i.e., 45 days in the project), average temperatures of the first, second and third groups on the outer
fringe of a frozen wall were −4.60 ◦C, −4.48 ◦C and −4.42 ◦C, respectively. This implies that the
thickness of a frozen wall formed by a sequential freezing mode is similar to that by a simultaneous
freezing mode, and the designed thickness of frozen soil can be achieved. In the three groups of
experiments, deformation of the base slab was measured by six displacement sensors.

3.1. Displacement in Simultaneous Freezing Test

As shown in Figure 5, base slab above a frozen wall was lifted. After the process of simultaneous
freezing was completed, the maximum displacement of base slab was about 1.2 mm in experiments,
which is equivalent to 30 mm in the project. The deformation of base slab is larger than the permissible
movement (10 mm). The lifting trends of six displacement sensors are similar. At the beginning
of freezing, frost heave rises slightly, and with the freezing time increases, each frozen soil column
formed by a single freezing pipe starts to connect into a frozen soil ring, causing the rapid increase of
frost heave.Appl. Sci. 2020, 10, x FOR PEER REVIEW 8 of 13 
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To approximately estimate frost heave during a freezing process, a simple method is proposed
below, which can be used to calculate the lift displacement caused by a frozen wall. In the engineering
project, the frozen wall is usually assumed as being uniformly expanded [56], and thus the expanded
value can be determined by a frost heave ratio.
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The frost heave ratio εf provides a susceptibility index for laboratory experiments on frost heave,
which is defined as:

ε f =
∆h
h
× 100% (7)

where ∆h is the frost heave and h is the sample height at a certain time.
Then, the frost heave of frozen soil can be calculated by:

∆l =hf · εf, (8)

where ∆l is the expanded value of a frozen wall and hf is the distance from the top of a tunnel to the
base slab of upper structures, as illustrated in Figure 6.
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When subjecting to the same load as that in the project, the frost heave ratio of a sample was
2.67%. Based on Equation (8), the expanded value of frozen soil was 37.4 mm, which is similar to the
in-situ result.

In such an underpassing project, a frozen wall is in direct contact with the base slab of an upper
structure. Considering the compressibility of frozen soil, the expanded value of the frozen wall is
the maximum deformation value of base slab. Thus, Equation (8) can be applied to determine the
maximum lift displacement of upper structures in an engineering project.

3.2. Displacement in Sequential Freezing Test

As shown in Figure 7, when the downline was not frozen, the station base slab on it was
lifted. Correspondingly, when the downline was frozen, base slab above the upline, which was in a
maintenance freezing phase, was also lifted. The maximum lifting displacement in experiments was
0.82 mm that is smaller than the frost heave in a simultaneous freezing mode.

According to the average temperature of three groups of experiments, the cooling volume
generated by a simultaneous freezing mode was larger than that generated by a sequential freezing
mode. That is, a larger cooling volume implies that more water was migrated from an area with normal
temperature to a cooling area, causing a larger frost heave.

The engineering lifting displacement after conversion by a similarity ratio was 20.5 mm, and the
average uplift velocity was 0.12 mm/day. Here it is worth noting that these results provide a reference
for estimation of frost heave in a freezing process.

With a simultaneous freezing mode, the active freezing time was 45 days in the project, and with
a sequential freezing mode, the sum time of active freezing was 135 days. Compared with the
simultaneous freezing mode, it is shown that, although a construction period is extended with the
increase of cost, the latter can effectively reduce the lift displacement of upper buildings and ensure
their safety.
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start times of freezing the upline Section I, upline Section II, downline Section I, and downline section II,
and the dash lines 5−8 are the start times of excavating the upline Section I, upline Section II, downline
Section I, and downline Section II, respectively. Note that the senor A2 was damaged in testing without
available data.

It is also observed from Figure 7 that there is an apparent settlement of base slab due to excavation.
However, the settlement was lifted several times. The reason for such a phenomenon can be explained
as follows. When excavation of a section causes a settlement of base slab, other sections are still
in a process of active freezing. Thus, settlement after excavation slows down and lifts up again.
The settlement and uplift of base slab alternately occur with a zigzag shape. It implies that sequential
excavation can reduce the frost heave during a construction process.

In a sequential excavation process, frozen soil was excavated by a high-power drill, and then a
circle steel plate with a thickness of 7 mm was inserted to simulate a steel tunnel segment. The average
settlements of four sections in the twin-tunnel were 0.18, 0.23, 0.17 and 0.15 mm, respectively, which
are equivalent to 4.5, 5.75, 4.25 and 3.75 mm in project.

The settlement tended to be stable after about eight days of excavation in the project. Based on
the average sinking value, there was the largest settlement when Section II of the upline was excavated.
It is due to that after soil in the upper tunnel was completely excavated, overburden pressure was
entirely supported by the frozen wall and tunnel segment, resulting in a large settlement. Here is worth
noting that most of the settlements of base slab were induced by excavation of the upline. Therefore,
settlement after excavation of the downline was less than that after excavation of the upline.

4. Conclusions

In this paper, a similarity modeling system has been established, which was utilized to simulate
the construction process of a twin-tunnel underpassing a metro station. The different deformation
behaviors were observed under the two freezing modes. The main conclusions can be summarized
as follows.

(1) The experimental results show that, by the AFG method, both the maximum frost heave and the frost
heaving increase velocity in a sequential freezing mode are less than that in a simultaneous freezing
mode. The former can prevent and limit damage of frost heaving on sensitive and high-risk buildings.

(2) The similarity simulation tests indicate that, by using the construction scheme of sequential
freezing and excavation, deformation of base slab displays a zigzag shape under the dual action
of frost heaving and excavation settlement. It implied that the sequential excavation of a tunnel
can largely reduce frost heave.
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(3) Given that the frozen wall is uniformly spread in a closely underpassing projects, the maximum
displacement of an upper-structure can be approximately estimated by the frost heave ratio of a
soil sample.
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